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Learning Outcomes 
 
 
The children should: 

 be developing an understanding of importance of water in their daily 
lives. 

 be able to identify that water is a precious resource and needs to be used wisely. 

 have the ability to demonstrate the difference between water wise behaviour and being a 
water waster. 

 have the capacity to champion water wise behaviour and be familiar with the concept of 
“Whizzy’s Water Saver” 

 have the ability to make a connection between rainfall levels and current water supply. 
 
 

 Structure of Activity  
 
1. Introduction - Group discussion and show and tell - photos of water use  
 
Set the scene by discussing the basic water concepts.   
 
Talk about why water is important to our health and hygiene and why we need water:  

 drink water to keep our bodies healthy 

 use water to bathe and wash clothes 

 use water to flush the toilet 

 use water to clean up when we make a mess 

 use water to clean our bathrooms, kitchen and floors etc.  
  
Water is very important for all of the above reasons and more.   
Show photos of children and adults using water at home to create further discussions about 
water use.  Ask the children to identify ways they use water at home?? 
 
Talk about the dam and how we need to collect water when it rains for us to use water at 
preschool and home.   
 
Where does this water come from?  Talk about the basic watercycle and the catchment – 
keeping pollution out of our waterways, discuss how the water gets to the dam. Usa a bowl of 
water to demonstrate the concept of the dam.  Talk about the dam filling up when it rains and 
going down when we use water at home and at preschool.   
 
Talk about how the water gets to our taps.  Display the tap and the pipe and talk to the children 
about how the water gets from the dam to our taps through the pipes.  Can they see the pipes, 
where are these pipes?  Talk about the water level in the dam   
 
Show photos of the dam, explain how the levels have dropped. 
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Introduce the concept of saving water by talking about water use and how  
we can waste water by doing normal things like getting a glass of water, cleaning 
teeth, having a bath etc.    
 
Show posters of and talk about the main water wise messages that would 
relate to young children – washing hands, cleaning teeth, flushing toilets and 
having a bath and watering garden with a watering can  
 
Sing Songs related to Water and conserving water eg 5 Speckled Frogs, Humpty 
Dumpty in a Puddle, Rain is Falling Down, Mr/Ms Frog Jumped out of the pond, I Hear Thunder, 
The Rainbow Song etc. Ask children songs they know about water 
 
Talk about Whizzy being a water saver and not a water waster.  Talk to the children about how 
they can also be water savers: 

 using the half flush 

 turning the tap off after washing hands 

 turning the tap off whilst brushing teeth 

 small baths and re-using the bath water to water gardens 

 using a watering can to water down into the roots of the plants in the garden 
 

2. Read a story 
Read the story called: Why Should I save Water? / written by Jen Green and illustrated by 

Mike Gordon.  This is a great story that covers the water conservation issue. 
Answer any questions the children may have about concepts and topics covered in the story. 
 

3.        Creative Arts Ideas 

Allowing the children to explore resources through art and craft experiences such as  

 Waterpaint in warmer weather with a bucket and attached brush outdoors 

  Crayon-resist with a blue water wash 

 Watercolours – use coloured water to do painting (a small sponge in the paintpot stops 
drips!) 

 Plant a Garden with the children – allow them to water with a watering can while 
explaining how to water into the roots rather than on leaves so we use water wisely (ask 
us about our wonderful ‘Garden in a Container Workshop!) 

Look at sustainable activities incorporating water such as a fishtank in the Pre-School room with 
fish. Remember at your Centre you do require a licence to do this with tadpoles 
 

4. Visit the bathroom - putting the topic into context 
Fix the water saving stickers in the resource pack to the bathroom wall with the children 
Use the bathroom as an opportunity to further discuss wise water use.   
Explain the half flush / full flush button on the toilet, talk about turning the tap off after washing 
hands, talk about dripping taps and being a Whizzy Water Saver and not a water waster.   
Talk to the children about using their eyes and their ears when being water wise.  Talk about 
listening for drips and running taps. Explain how they can use these same skills at home. 

5. Ask the children to create their own individual picture on the calendar 
template or to colour in using the colour in sheets provided for older children You 

could also make a ‘book’ on ‘How to Save Water’. Each child contributes an A4 page each of 
their ideas and drawing to make into a ‘book’ to display in their Book or Reading Area for all to 

enjoy! 
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 Song 
 

Water, Water!  
(sing to Kookaburra sits on the old gum tree)  
 
Water water falls from the big blue sky 
Helping things to grow that are so dry 
 
Chorus 
Save water water, save water water – so there’s enough to share. 
 
Water water soaks into the ground 
Into the dirt and down down down 
 
Chorus 
Save water water, save water water – so there’s enough to share.. 
 
Water water mists up to the sky 
Makes the clouds all wet while the Earth gets dry 
 
Chorus 
Save water water, save water water – so there’s enough to share. 
 
Water water builds up in the sky 
Gathers in the clouds where the birds fly 
 
Chorus 
Save water water, save water water – so there’s enough to share. 
 
 
Water water water everywhere 
Water to conserve it ‘cause we care 
 
Chorus 
Save water water, save water water – so there’s enough to share. 
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 Follow up to activities  
 
1. Tiddalick and finger puppet show 
Use the resource pack provided to read the Tiddalick story and use 
puppets to act out the characters in the story. 
 
2. More Water Songs 
 
Eency Weency  Spider – a classic fingerplay  
Eency weency spider  
Went up the water spout,  
  fingers imitate a moving spider  
Down came the rain and washed the spider out  
   fingers imitate falling rain  
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain  
   arms make a large circle  
And the eency weency spider went up the spout again 
 
All the fish 
All the fish are swimming in the water, swimming in the water, swimming in the water 
All the fish are swimming in the water, Fol de rol de rol de ray. 
 
Drip drop 
Drip drop drip drop, the rain if falling down 
Drip drop drip drop, splashing all around.  
Let’s put on our gum-boots, our raincoats abd our hats 
And jump in all the puddles with a splish splosh splash. 
 
 

3. Visit the bathroom - putting the topic into context 
 
Fix the water saving stickers in the resource pack to the bathroom wall. 
Use the bathroom as an opportunity to further discuss wise water.  Explain the half flush / full 
flush button on the toilet, talk about turning the tap off whilst washing hands, talk about dripping 
taps and being a Whizzy Water Saver and not a water waster.   
 
Talk to the children about using their eyes and their ears when being water wise.  Talk about 
listening for drips and running taps.   
 
Explain how they can use these same skills at home. 

4. Parent Display  

Information, posters and brochures regarding water information for parents and staff . The 
informative display remains at the Centre for a week after the visit 

 

 


